Backstop Netting directly from the manufacturer
(Backstop Netting)

Height:
Colour:
Weight:

2, 85 m
green
approx. 1.6 kg/m

Included
Accessories:

coated steel cable and clamps

width Breite
of approx.
m 2,50m
protects
an area of a width
of approx. ab.
2,50 m.
EinNetting
Netz vonwith
ca. 3a Meter
deckt3ca.
abzusichernden
Gefahrenbereich

Instructions for hanging up the net properly
Install the net at a distance of at least 15 m from the place where you shoot from. Fasten the
net between 2 posts or walls (carport, gym, etc.) and tighten the plastic-coated steel cable by
using the wire-rope clips and the tightener. (Attention! NOT included in delivery, please
order separately! Wire-rope clip > article number 758 / tightener > article number 759).
Hang the clamps into the provided loops of the net (3-4 pieces/meter) and then fasten the
hooks at the rope. Let the net hang in folds like a curtain (at least 33% surplus of netting is
required). The net must hang freely and must never be fastened at the bottom. Behind the net
a safe distance of at least 20 metres must be respected. Behind the Backstop Netting there
must be respected a security distance at least of 20 meters. This is to be increased depending
on the arrow and bow material that is used and can be also more than 100 meters. Think, for
example, compound bows, which create a very high speeds arrow.

ATTENTION!
This backstop netting was developed to protect your material.
Before every shot you have to make sure that no person or objects that could suffer any damage, are behind the net. Do never shoot from a distance that is shorter than 15 metres!
Our recommendation for your safety:
Depending on bow type, draw weight and material of the arrow, the net should be hung up in
two layers, if necessary.
ATTENTION! The sides of the archery range have to be protected, too!
Please also note if this backstop netting is used outdoors, it must be protected from wild animals and pets, so the backstop netting won´t be damaged or frayed.
In this case, we do not assume any liability!
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